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 The automobile liability insurance system is one of the basic systems to 
solve the problem of compensation for damage of traffic accident nowadays. 
This thesis is established in perfecting the current automobile liability insurance 
system in China, probing into the basic theories and problems which are 
seriously disputed in practice in China on automobile liability insurance by 
means of differentiate of concept, historic and comparative methods. 
The main content of this thesis consists of four chapters. 
On Chapter One, the author states the concept, classification and historical 
development of automobile liability insurance. Automobile liability insurance 
may be classified into commercial automobile liability insurance and policy 
automobile liability insurance according to the purpose of originating insurance. 
And its history can be divided into three phases.  
On Chapter Two, the author expatiates on the relationship between the 
system of compensation for damage of traffic accident and law of tort. Globally 
there are two patterns of automobile insurance: the substituted pattern and the 
complementary pattern. Liability insurance belongs to the latter. In this chapter, 
the author emphasizes the affinities between the automobile liability insurance 
and the system of compensation for damage of traffic accident. Also, through 
discussing some essence problems in the system of compensation for damage of 
traffic accident, the author points out that it is inadvisable to adopt the abolished 
Regulation on Road Traffic Accident in insurance contract. 
On Chapter Three, the author compares the two kinds of the automobile 
liability insurances before the ordination of Law of the PRC on Road Traffic 
Safety and after that, and points out that Law of Road Traffic Safety establishes 














substituted pattern and is policy insurance with semi-social insurance character, 
while the automobile liability insurances is commercial insurance. These two 
kinds of insurances have different characters, but currently the commercial 
insurance is endowed with the function of compulsory liability insurance, 
which can be termed “induce the wrong orientation”. In the future, the 
automobile liability insurances will include two parts: compulsory insurance is 
basic, and free insurance is complementary. 
On Chapter Four, the author states the theory of the third party’s direct 
right to insurer, points out that the relation between the victim and the insurer 
must be regulated with social security law, and the third party’s legal direct 
right is his right to the country. Currently, the victim in china should have been 
provided with the direct right within certain quota.      
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在我国，2004 年 5 月 1 日开始实施的《中华人民共和国道路交通安全







监管系统收到的 5247 起书面信访件中，合同纠纷类投诉有 2403 起，占 45.8
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